
Saddharshanam, Class 18
Greetings All,

Shloka # 29:

That is true Being, where the ego does not rise. That again
will not perish without a search for its place of emergence.
If that does not perish, can there be the Being in the form of
oneness with one’s self.

Continuing his teaching, Swami Paramarthananda said, Bhagawan
Ramana Maharishi talked about Ahamkara in Shloka’s #23 through
#25. In shloka # 26 he points out that Ahamkara is the basis
of Samsara. It is finite and will end. He also points out that
it is also a karta and a bhokta. Therefore moksha is possible
only if Ahamkara is eliminated. So, we must a find a way to
eliminate it. Shlokas 27-29 are describing the methods of
elimination  of  Ahamkara.  The  methods  include  suppression,
escapism  and  use  of  palliative.  In  sleep,  Ahamkara  is
temporarily resolved. Sense pleasures take us to Ananada Maya
Kosha. Music, food etc. belong to this Kosha. During such
experiences  too  we  go  to  a  state  of  Nirvikalpa  Avastha.
Temporary forgetfulness occurs, one merges into the music and
Ahamkara is resolved. In all experiences of pleasure Ahamkara
is resolved. This is known as Ahamkara Laya. The yogic method
of nirvikalpa samadhi is also an Ahamkara Laya. However, once
you  leave  the  pleasure,  Ahamkara  roars  back.  Nirvikalpa
Samadhi, however, does remove Ahamkara permanently as such it
also does not take you to moksha. Even after a maha-pralaya
the old Ahamkara comes back. Only a permanent destruction of
Ahamkara leads to moksha. Atma Agyanam is the root cause of
Ahamkara.  Atma  Gyanam  is  the  solution  as  it  leads  to
understanding  that  Ahamkara  is  Mithya.   It  is  like  the
destruction of a pot by a hammer or by throwing it down or
through wisdom where one realizes that there is no such thing
called pot and that only the clay exists. Realization dawns
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that  other  than  Atma  nothing  else  exists.  This  destroys
Ahamkara. I may use the pot functionally but I also am aware
that it is really clay. Only understanding the Adishtanam can
falsify the pot. This falsification is called Ahamkara Nasha.
Once Agyanam is eliminated it does not comeback. A Jivan Mukta
knows Ahamkara is mithya or rather that it is a vyavaharika
Satyam.

In the shloka Aham means “The I” and not just I. Citing an
example, a devotee asked a sage “when will I be immortal”? The
sage replied,  “when the I dies”.

Udayastan: means Atma Vichara.

Shlokas # 27-31 are all about Atma Vichara as a means of
Ahamkara Nishta.

Shloka # 30:

As one dives in a well of deep waters, in the same way having
controlled the breath and speech, with an extremely sharp
intellect, having dived inside, inquiring, one gets to the
root of one’s ego.

People ask if Self-enquiry is easy or difficult. Some say it
is difficult.  Others say Nama Smaranam is easier in kaliyuga.
Some  say  Vichara  is  a  straight  and  easy  path.  So  is  it
difficult or easy? Katho Upanishad says it is difficult like
walking on a razor’s edge. Sri Krishna says, however, it is
very easy.

Swamiji says when the question asked is not right one, the
answer also cannot be right. For whom is it easy or difficult?
It depends on the person making the enquiry. For a prepared
person it is easy. For an unprepared person it is not even
appealing. For him Bhakti may be more appealing.

Bhagawan Ramana Maharishi says first prepare and then enter
the Vichara. Many people get into Vichara without preparation.



Sadhana Chatushtaya Sampathihi is required for such Vichara.
All  four  qualifications  are  required.  An  integrated
personality that can withdraw from Samsara should be in place.
One should be mentally become a Sanyasi. You have to die to
your  role.  This  is  called  Indriya  Nigraha  or  sensory
withdrawal. In this state one should enquire. Bhagawan Ramana
Maharishi cites an example of the rope of a village well. Once
it snaps a man has to go down deep into the well to bring it
out.  Like  a  well  diver  both  qualities  of  Prana  Nirodha
(pranayama) and Vang Nirodha (control on mouth) are required.
Fourth chapter of Gita also talks of Pranayama to make one’s
mind quiet. One also has to control the mouth, that is, eating
and speaking. These two Sadhanas are indicated through the
well driver analogy. After performing these two Sadhanas one
should perform Atma Vichara. He says one should not go into
Vichara without preparation. Even Patanjali talks of seven
yogas to be practiced before Atma Vichara.

The Vicahra should be performed with a refined intellect. This
involves  Sravanam,  mananam  and  nidhidhyasanam.  Transcending
and suppressing the intellect will not help. Only by refining
intellect can one enquire.  Through this enquiry one should
know the mithya ahamkara’s adishtanam or the Atma.

Bhagawan Ramana Maharishi does not discuss the process of Atma
Vichara. He is silent on this topic. This has resulted in the
creation of a cult who practice “Who am I”  meditation.

In the Gita, Sri Krishna tells us how to perform the enquiry.
He tells us one has to go to a qualified Guru. The traditional
Guru  will  tell  you  to  follow  Sravanam,  Mananam  and
Nidhidhyasanam. Sri Krishna is doing exactly that with Arjuna;
he is teaching him.

Never take a prodigy as a model. Saints like Bhagawan Ramana
Maharishi probably had their learning in a previous birth.
Bhagawan Ramana Maharishi has not mentioned or negated the
Guru  Shastra  Upadesha.  This  is  the  difference  between



tradition  and  cult.

Shloka # 31:

Diving in silence by the mind, inquiring about one’s root
alone is true Self inquiry. “This I am” and “This I not my
nature” these thoughts are a limb of true inquiry.

Here again Atma Vichara is discussed. Here yet another Sadhana
is also discussed. Mano-Nirodha or Kshama is discussed. Mauna
is of two kinds. One Mauna is to be without speech. The other
mauna is to be without the chatter of the mind. Mauna means
fully focused on the words of the teacher. The word Majjam in
shloka  means  immersed  in.  Citing  Janaka  Maharaja’s  story,
Janaka and others were listening to the teacher, when a fire
broke out. All others ran out except Janaka, who was focused
on the words of the teacher. With such a silent mind one
should enter a dialogue with the Guru on Atma Vichara or
Ahamkara moola Vichara. This enquiry has two parts to it. They
are:

Seeing what I am not.
Seeing what I am.

Picking every object and negating it by Neti or saying “ I am
not this or that”.

With Best Wishes,

Ram Ramaswamy

 


